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Abstract: The API of the web service restricts the query answering that a service can answer. Consider a
web service that might provide a method that returns the different book publishers of a given book but it might
not provide the different books of a given publisher even though the backend database contains the required
information. This is an asymmetric Problem. To solve the problem of asymmetry, Information Extraction (IE)
can be done by collecting the correct input values as parameter bindings for the web service. NER technique is
used to find the required entities in text documents. Inverse functions should be prioritized to get the
information for low budget of function calls. The main aim is to improve the performance and compute
maximum results and reduce budget by minimizing the rewritings of initial query.
Key terms : Information Extraction(IE), NER technique, Web Service.

I.INTRODUCTION
The Application Programming Interface provides
interaction between the software components and also
Graphical User Interface components. The API is used
to write the code and interface with other code by third
parties such as Google maps API, Twitter API etc. The
application Programming interface contains a
collection of protocols, routines and data structures
helps to build applications. The Web service API
provides restriction to answer for different types of
queries .The data is restricted to provide security to the
database and prevent the unwanted users to access the
entire data in the database.
Web services are defined by W3C used to provide
interaction between machines over a network. A Web
service uses UDDI and WSDL. A web service method
contains the code to return the books of a given author,
but does not return the authors of a given book. If the
user asks for the author of a specific book, the web
service cannot be called even though the database
contains information. This is asymmetric Problem.
Information Extraction can be done by collecting the
values as parameter bindings for the web service.
There are many web services for online book shopping
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( www.flipkart.com , www.amazon.com), about
movies (www.erosnow.com ), about music
(www.indiamp3.com ), about online shopping
(www.jaboong.com)
and
about
games
(www.flipline.com ). Consider a
web site
www.indianmp3.com offers a Web service to access
its database.

II.RELATED WORK
The approach of [1] is limited to the single input
argument of the function is unbound. If multiple inputs
arguments are used for function the results becomes
harder to estimate. The methodology of “Answering
queries using templates with binding patterns”[3]
rewrites first query into a set of queries to be executed
over given views. When sources are incomplete, it is
needed to find maximal contained rewritings of first
query to provide maximum number of answers. The
Magic Set Algorithm [16] decreases the number of
sub-queries in a bottom – up evaluation. ANGIE
system [12] answers queries using views and also
prioritizes the function calls. Google‟s surfacing
technique [23] is used to actualize Deep Web by
finding input values for forms. SUSIE uses the Named
Entity Recognition Technique [29-31] to detect needed
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entities in text documents. Information extraction is
the extraction of structured data from documents.
Extracted data is too noisy to allow direct querying.
Information Extraction methods are Wrapper Induction
[32], Entity Extraction [31, 36] or Fact extraction [3335].
Existing System:

Existing system exists a conjunctive query
plan over the views. This plan is equivalent to the
original query is NP-hard in the query‟s size. This
plan assumes that views are complete. But the
sources may overlap or complement with each
other. when sources are incomplete , composing
the existing functions to compute answers requires
high budget before any answer is returned
supposing to find maximum contained rewritings
of the first query and to provide maximum
number of answers.
Proposed System:

Information Extraction is done to collect
values that can be used as parameter bindings for
the web service. The minimum rewritings have
been proposed to decrease the number of accesses
by providing correct input values for asymmetric
web services and to use Information Extraction to
predict bindings for the input variables and
validate the bindings by the web service.
Functions:
1. Query Answering
2. Information Extraction
3. Web services
4. Extracting Candidates

documents and used to develop candidates for the
system. This effective technique searches for noun
phrases among different entity names that are stored
in a knowledge base.
Web Services:
Information extraction is done by guessing
and validating argument bindings for the input
variables passed into the web service method. Inverse
functions should be prioritized.
Benefits of System:
 The current system improves the performance
by using NER technique to derive needed
candidates.
 The budget of calls can be reduced by
reducing the rewriting of the query and
maximizing the results. .
Preliminaries:
Consider the database tables such as details of
author, book and publisher .Consider the variables a,

i ,t, pi, p denoting the author, book id, title of the
book, publisher id, publisher name respectively.
Variable b denotes the binding value in that
position and f denotes that there is no restriction.
The function getBooks can be written as
getBooksb f f f (a,i,t,pi) ← hasTitle( i,t),
author(a,i),publish(pi,i,p)
The function getPublisher can be written as
getPublisherff(a,p)←author(a,i), publish(pi,i,p)
author

Query Answering:
Query
answering using
views without
unlimited access patterns [3] is problematic . The
approach of [3] rewrites the first query into a group of
queries for execution over
specific views. A
conjunctive query and a group of views are used in the
general schema. Keyword Searching is used to answer
a query.
Information Extraction:
Information extraction (IE) is extraction of
Structured data
from Unstructured
and Semi
structured documents. IE is used to find needed entities
and used as inputs for Web service function calls.
Named Entity Recognition (NER) technique[29–31] is
used to predict
required entities in structured
IJVRIN.COM
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author

bookId

Kurana
1
Monna
2
Joham
3
Table 1.Author details
book

bookId
1
2
3

title

issn

C
123
C++ 134
Java 400

Table 2.Book details
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Onpublish
pubId pubName bookId
1
Mc-Gill
1
2
GK
2
3
UG
3

is used for the function.
getRelBooksb f f (t1,i2,t2) ←influenced(i1,i2),
hasTitle(i1,t1), hasTitle(i2,t2)
To construct inverse rule, the function body consists of
a dom atom for all bound variables of function.
influenced(f1,i2) ← dom(t1),
getRelBooksb f f ( t1,i2,t2)
hasTitle(i2,t2) ←dom(t2),
getRelBooksb f f ( t1,i2,t2)
hasTitle(f1,t1) ← dom(t1),
getRelBooksb f f (t1,i2,t2)
where f1= f(t1,getRelBooks) replace variable i1.
Before function calling, all the input parameters of a
function call are bound .
SMART FUNCTION CALLS:
A smart function call is a function call whose
inputs come from a query or previous function calls
and whose outputs are subset of outputs of previous
functional calls.
getAuthorb f (Java,a) is a smart function call since its
ouputs ({author(a,Java)}) are subset of outputs of
following calls.

Table 3.Publisher details
Incomplete functions:
Web services are mostly incomplete.
getPublisherb f (pi,i,p) ← author(a,i),
publisher(pi,i,p), nb(a)
where nb(a) is a global relation that holds authors of
books.
Database functions:
Database functions are incomplete since there
are only f-adorments but no
b- adornments.
Queries: A query is a datalog rule as
Q(Y)←r1(Y1), r2(Y2),….rn(Yn)
Where r1,r2,..rn are database relations and Xi are
tuples of variables or constants.
To find the author of book
q(a)←hasTitle( i, Java), author(a,i)
The answer to the query is a=Joham.

III.EXECUTION PLANS
Goal: Functional calls are used to answer queries. To
compute maximum number of calls using the specific
budget of calls.
Execution Plans:
Consider the following query to ask for books by
Joham:
q1(p)←author(joham,i), publish(pi,i,p)
we cannot access the author and publication tables
directly.
Add Inverse Functions:
Let us consider the query for author and publication of
book Java:
q2(p,a) ← hasTitle(i,Java), onPublish(i,p), author(a,i)
we have following functions :
 getAuthorInfob f f f ( i,t,a,p) ← hasTitle( i,t),
author(a,i), onPublish( i,p)
 getRelBooksb f f (t1,i2 ,t2) ← influenced(i1,i2),
hasTitle(i1,t1), hasTitle(i2,t2)
Let us add following function :
getAuthorb f (t,a) ← author(a,i),hasTitle( i,t)
This function retrieves the author of a book.This has
same structure as getBooksb f f but a different binding
pattern. We call it as inverse function of getBooksb f f.

String Searching Algorithms:
String searching algorithms are used to find
the occurrences of a pattern in a text. Different
algorithms are used for the String searching. KMP
algorithm has time complexity is O(m+n). KMP
algorithm, in the worst case analysis, the number of
comparisons is O(n + rm), where r is the total number
of matches. Boyer-Moore hits wrost case in a binary
alphabet, so KMP is safer. The KMP algorithm is used
to search for same pattern in different text
documents.The main demerit of the Boyer-Moore
algorithms is the preprocessing time and the space
requirement based on the alphabet size and the pattern
size. If a given pattern is small i.e1 to 3 characters
length, then it is a good choice to use the Naive
algorithm. Consider the alphabet size is large, the
Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm is a good choice. In all
the other situations, for large texts, the Boyer-Moore
algorithm is best to use. At last, the Boyer-MooreHorspool is the best algorithm, with respect to
execution time, for all pattern lengths. The running
time of shift-or algorithm is similar to the KMP
algorithm. The merit of this algorithm is search for
general patterns
such as "don't care" symbols,
complement of a character, etc. uses same searching
time but the preprocessing time is different.

Query Answering:
Inverse Rules: The datalog program proposed in [11]
IJVRIN.COM
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IV.ALGORITHM
String Matching Algorithm
The main goal of String searching or String
Matching is to find the location of a specific text
pattern in a text .
The Knuth-Morris-Pratt Algorithm
 The Knuth-Morris-Pratt (KMP) String
Matching Algorithm collects the information
from previous comparisons.
 A failure function (f) is computed to estimate
the usage of the previous comparison if it fails.
Pseudo code:
 Algorithm KMPMatch(E,P)
 Input : String E (text) with „n‟ number of
characters and P (pattern) with „m‟ number of
characters.
 Output : Starting index of the first substring
of E matches P, otherwise the pattern didn‟t
match with substring of E.
 f ← KMPFailureFunction(P) {builds the
failure function}
 a←0
 while a< n do
 if P[b] = E[a] then
 if b = m - 1 then
 return a - m - 1 { a match is found}
 a←a + 1
 b ←b + 1
 else if b> 0 then {no match found}
 b← f(b-1) { b indexes after prefix matches in
P}
 else
 a← a+ 1
 return “no substring of E that matches P”
Time Complexity Analysis
 Denote k = a - b
 In every iteration throughout the while loop,
anyone of three conditions will be satisfied.
 If E[a] = P[b], then k remains the same,
a
increases by 1.
 If E[a] != P[b] and b = 0, then a and k both
increases by 1 ,since b remains the same.
 If E[a] != P[b] and b > 0, then a remain same
and k increases minimum by 1, since k changes
from a – b to a - f(b -1).
 For every iteration in the loop, either a or k
increases by at least 1, so that maximum
number of loops is 2n.
IJVRIN.COM

 KMPFailureFunction is O(m) Preprocessing
time and O(n) to search for pattern in string.
 Total Time Complexity: O(n + m)
Boyer-Moore Horspool (BMH) Algorithm:
This algorithm uses only the Bad character shift rule.
The best case time complexity is O(n).and BoyerMoore algorithm uses both Good Suffix rule and Bad
Character Shift rule.
Regular Expressions:
Regular expressions are used to search for a particular
pattern in a text. For example phone number , card
number, Gmail account name, website name etc.
Regular expressions uses concatenations, alterations
and repititions.
Named Entity Recognition (NER):
Named Entity Recognition technique is used to
find the required entities in text documents and
categorize the elements based on categories such as
person names, location, organization, time and
quantities.
Natural Language Processing (NLP):
Natural Language Processing is related to the
interaction between machines and human. NLP
includes the tasks such as Named Entity Recognition,
query answering, Speech recognition, subjective
analysis, parsing a given sentence , Information
Extraction etc.
LDAP:
LDAP is a Light Weight Directory Access
Protocol used to check the information from a server.
LDAP is an Internet protocol used for email service.

Figure 1.Query Processing
CIP (Client IP Address): CIP is a small API that
allows different applications on a server to retrieve a
client's local IP Address. The API contains a COM
interface used in several languages such as Visual
Basic, C++, .NET etc.
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V.FUTURE WORK
The current approach can answer the queries if a
single input is passed as an argument in a
function. For multiple inputs to pass through the
function, string matching algorithms should be
used for future work. Boyer-Moore algorithm is
used for searching multiple patterns in a text.

VI.CONCLUSION
This system has been developed as a solution for
problem of asymmetry web services. Considering the
real time web services information extraction is done
to determine bindings for the input variables and
validate these bindings by the Web service.
Prioritization of
Inverse functions. Information
Extraction and Web services are used naive
information extraction algorithms. Future work can be
done for searching new algorithms and the discovery
of new Web services ,WCF services and their
integration into the system.
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